January 9 - 13 was a special time of training in Berlin at The European Bible Training Center (EBTC). Dr. Kelly Osborne traveled from The Master's Seminary to teach the Master of Arts in New Testament (MANT) and Master of Theology students (Th.M.) along with TMS Grad Greg White. Greg and his wife Hue Chon, have been serving in the Ukraine since 1992.

Prior to joining The Master's Seminary faculty in 2007, Dr. Osborne taught fourteen years as the Associate Professor of Classics at Hope College in Holland, Michigan. While his primary teaching responsibilities included Classical Greek language, literature and textual criticism, New Testament language and interpretation, and Ancient Greek history, he provided instruction in Latin language and literature and Roman history as well.

The focus of the training in Berlin was the Greek text of the New Testament, examining different Greek manuscripts, and demonstrating the reliability of the text in the New Testament.

You can read more about Greg and Hue Chon's ministry by visiting www.gracebiblechurch.org.ua or www.tmai.org, and Dr. Osborne at www.tms.edu.

Yours for the Master,

Bob White
Vice President for